You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for HOTPOINT HGF 6.5 AM
X/HA. You'll find the answers to all your questions on the HOTPOINT HGF 6.5 AM X/HA in the user manual (information,
specifications, safety advice, size, accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
If you sell, transfer or move the unit to another location, make sure to keep the manual with the product. Do not tamper with the electrical or mechanical
equipment of the product or its exhaust ducts. @@ cooktop 55 cm if the hood is installed over an electric cooktop. @@@@Greater distance, this
measurement should be taken into account. Plugs which are suitable for use with most walls/ceilings. @@10 disconnect it from the mains by pulling the
power plug or disconnecting the main circuit breaker. and servicing the unit. Or persons with sensory or mental disability and lack of experience or
familiarity, except under the supervision or instruction of a person responsible for their safety. unit. In relation to the technical and safety measures to be
employed in fumes extraction.
And out (AT LEAST ONCE A MONTH, and in observance of the maintenance instruction given in this manual). By the unit as a result of failure to observe the
instructions given in this manual. unless expressly instructed to do so. @@Get very hot when used with cooking equipment. @@Never use the services of an
unauthorised technician.
@@@@@@If the hood has a power plug, connect the hood to an easily accessible regulatory power socket. If it does not (direct connection to the mains), or
the switch to enable total disconnection from the mains in case of category III overvoltage, as required by the installation regulations. caution! Always check
that the mains cable is hooked up properly and check that it operates correctly before reconnecting the hood to the mains. caution! The exhaust duct is not
supplied and must be purchased separately. When routed horizontally, the tube must be angled slightly upwards (around 10°) to enable the air to be conveyed
Filter version version of the hood requires installation of an accessory Air exhaust (for ducted units) Connect the hood to a duct and wall exhaust hole of a
diameter tube and exhaust hole reduces the extraction capacity of the hood and also increases its running noise.
The manufacturer is not liable for any consequences of doing so. ! Use the shortest duct required to achieve the purpose. ! Use a duct with as few bends as
possible ! Avoid suddenly changing the diameter of the duct. ! The duct must have as smooth an inner surface as possible. ! The duct must be made of
regulatory material. Observe the instructions of the competent authorities in relation to the air exhaust. @@@@@@@@ ! @@@@T2 Speed 1 Pressing the
button sets the hood to speed 1. T3 Speed 2 Pressing the button sets the hood to speed 2. T4 Speed 3 Pressing the button sets the hood to speed 3.
@@@@@@If the hood is off, pressing these buttons sets speed 1.
@@T3 Speed 2 Pressing the button sets the hood to speed 2. T4 Speed 3 Pressing the button sets the hood to speed 3. T5 Booster Pressing the button sets the
hood to high speed. @@@@T5 Timer Pressing this button delays the hood turning off automatically by 5 minutes. The timer counts down on the display in
minutes. The timer can only be set for manual speeds, not for booster mode. T6 Lights ON/OFF 36 Periodic cleaning The hood must be cleaned frequently (at
least as often as cloth and a neutral liquid detergent with lukewarm water. The manufacturer is not liable for or failure to follow the above instructions. gB
are saturated. @@ pull the spring loaded handle.
Colour, but this does not affect its performance. A Hold down T4 for three seconds while the hood is on. To set the operating mode of the hood, hold down T4
for 6 seconds. @@Filter B pressing the two front levers which secure it to the hood. t4.
To T1 unit off and saves the last displayed setting. secure the Maintenance and care Caution! @@@@@@Make sure the bulbs are cool before touching
them. 1. Extract the guard by prising screwdriver or something similar. Use only bulbs of the same type (for details, see the technical data in the following
manual).
Troubleshooting If something does not work, make the following simple checks before contacting Technical Service: If the hood does not operate: Check that:
Check that: amount of smoke and steam being produced. Electrical cable If the power cable is damaged, it can be replaced by the manufacturer or his
technical service, to prevent any attendant risks. SCRAPPING The unit is marked for conformity with European Directive 2012/19/EC, Waste Electrical and
Electronic Equipment (WEEE). @@ air in. @@ if the fault persist , contact Technical Service. @@@@Controleer altijd of de elektriciteitskabel correct is
gemonteerd voor u het kapcircuit weer op het lichtnet aansluit en controleer bovendien of hij correct functioneert. De af te voeren lucht mag niet door een
opening in de wand worden afgevoerd, tenzij deze opening hier speciaal voor bestemd is. .
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